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Abstract
Background: Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) of virus nucleic acid test (NAT) has become the standard method
to diagnose severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection. However, there are still many limitations,
especially the problem of the high false negative rate. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the positive rate of
SARS-CoV-2 NAT and evaluate the diagnostic performance of SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG antibody detection in novel coronavirus
infection.
Methods: A total of 10 309 suspected or high-risk cases of infection with SARS-CoV-2 in Wuhan Hubei, China, were tested for
virus NAT by RT-PCR. Among those cases, 762 COVID-19 patients and 143 patients with non-COVID-19 who were tested for
SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG during the NAT period were screened. The difference between the two test methods was analyzed using
the chi-square test.
Results: The positive rate of 10309 cases was about 36% (95% CI: 33.39%–39.67%). SARS-CoV-2 was present in various types
of specimens, and alveolar lavage fluid had the highest positive rate [52.38% (95% CI: 31.02–73.74)]. The clinical sensitivity
of serum SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG was 77.17% (588/762) and 94.88% (723/762), respectively, and the clinical specificity was
93.71% (134/143) and 90.21% (129/143). The area under the curve (AUC) of SARS-CoV-2 IgG and combination of IgG with
IgM were equally larger than IgM [0.973 (95% CI: 0.964–0.983) vs 0.930 (95% CI: 0.910–0.949)]. IgG antibody had the highest
specificity [100.0% (95% CI: 100.00%–100.00%)] and sensitivity [94.0% (95% CI: 92.45%–95.55%)] when detected alone or
in combination with IgM antibody. The total coincidence rate of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies detection and SARS-CoV-2 NAT for
the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection was 92.04% (833/905). Among the 34 SARS-CoV-2 NAT-negative patients with clinical
symptoms and CT imaging features, 29 (85.29%) patients were positive for SARS-CoV-2 IgM, and 31 (91.76%) were positive for
IgG.
Conclusion: SARS-CoV-2 NAT should be considered for many types of specimens, and the combined test of SARS-CoV-2 IgM and
IgG can make up for the problem of missed NAT in COVID-19 patients.
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Introduction
Since December 2019, the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) emerged in Wuhan, Hubei, China, and
subsequently a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) was
confirmed to be the cause of COVID-19.1 The number of
virus infections in China is increasing, and has exceeded
80 000 by mid-March 2020. Early detection, early isolation
and early therapy are the keys to epidemic prevention and
control.2,3 In addition, reducing secondary infections of
close contacts and medical workers is also a focal point in
preventing the spread of the disease.
However, distinguishing between COVID-19 patients
and healthy individuals remains a major problem. For
confirmed cases of COVID-19, the common clinical
symptoms reported are similar to those of influenza virus
infection, including fever, cough, fatigue, and muscle
aches,4,5 which makes the diagnosis of COVID-19 more
difficult. At present, the real-time polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) technology for SARS-CoV-2 nucleic

acid test (NAT), CT imaging and clinical data are the
main methods of diagnosing virus infection.6 Due to
the severe epidemic situation in the Hubei province, the
SARS-CoV-2 NAT of respiratory tract specimens, mainly
nasal and pharyngeal swabs, has become the standard
method to diagnose COVID-19 patients according to the
recommendations for diagnosis and therapy of pneumonia
caused by SARS-CoV-2 (the 5th edition). Yet, there are
many limitations in the diagnostic criterion: (1) The
problems with sampling; (2) RT-PCR requires a certified
experimental platform and professional testing personnel;
(3) The duration of the test may take up to three hours, and
the process is complicated; (4) The RT-PCR of COVID-19
patients has a certain number of false negatives.7 Due to
these limitations, RT-PCR is not suitable for rapid and
convenient screening and diagnosis of infected patients.
It slows the speed of epidemic prevention and control.
Therefore, a method was developed for rapid detection of
serum antibodies in order to quickly identify the infected
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person, prevent the continuous spread of the virus, and
ensure that patients receive timely treatment.8
Detecting specific antigens or antibodies in patients’
blood is the best choice for rapid, simple and highly
sensitive clinical diagnosis of various diseases, such as
tumors, viral infections and other diseases.9-11 At present,
although a variety of antibody detection kits against
SARS-CoV-2 virus have been developed, their clinical
application value is rarely reported in the literature.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to study the
positive rate of SARS-CoV-2 NAT in various specimens
and evaluate the laboratory diagnostic value of serum
SARS-CoV IgM and IgG test in COVID-19.
Patients and Methods
Study Population
A total of 10 309 cases with suspected or high-risk SARSCoV-2 infection were recruited for SARS-CoV-2 NAT
or chest imaging and clinical symptom assessment in
outpatient and inpatient settings in the Renmin Hospital
of Wuhan University from January 21 to March 13 (Figure
1). All subjects either had typical respiratory tract infection
symptoms, or had a history of close contact with SARSCoV-2-infected patients. Among those cases, 4523 were
man (43.87%) and 5786 were women (56.13%), and they
were aged from 22 to 98 years. Further, 905 subjects were
recruited for the comparative analysis of the two detection
methods, including 143 patients with diseases other than
the new coronavirus pneumonia (68 men, 75 women, aged
24 to 100 years), and 762 COVID-19 patients (370 men,
and 392 women including 728 patients with SARS-CoV-2

NAT positive, and 34 patients with virus NAT negative
but with clinical symptoms and CT test results in line with
the national diagnosis and treatment recommendations
of COVID-19, 5th edition). SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG
antibodies were tested in case groups and healthy controls.
Diagnostic Criteria for SARS-COV-2 Infection
(1) Respiratory tract or blood samples were positive for
SARS-CoV-2 NAT by RT-PCR; (2) The viral gene sequence
of the isolate from the respiratory tract or blood sample
was highly homologous to the known new coronavirus.
Sample Collection
Respiratory or other specimens of all subjects were
collected for SARS-CoV-2 NAT. Five milliliters of fasting
venous blood was collected from the 762-case group and
the 143-case group, placed in a yellow-head vacuum blood
collection tube containing separation gel, and left to stand
until the blood coagulated, centrifuged at the 2500×g for 5
minutes, and serum was taken for use.
Laboratory Analyses
The open reading frame (ORF1ab) and nucleoprotein
(N) in the SARS-CoV-2 genome were tested by ABI
ViiA7 real-time fluorescent quantitative PCR system,
and the result was interpreted according to the reagent
instructions. All supporting reagents were provided by
Shanghai Huirui Biotechnology Co., Ltd. The result was
diagnosed as positive if at least one target sequence in
the same specimen was detected as positive by RT-PCR.
We used commercial chemiluminescence detection kits

Figure 1. Study Flowchart. The screening and order of diagnostic testing of 10 309 samples recruited.
Figure 1. Study Flowchart. The screening and order of diagnostic testing of 10309 samples recruited.
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and IFlash3000 automatic chemiluminescent immune
analyzer purchased from Shenzhen Yahuilong Biological
Technology Co., Ltd to measure the levels of SARS-CoV-2
IgM and IgG in crude serum specimens, and results equal
to or greater than 10.0 AU/ mL were considered positive.
Statistical Analysis
The SPSS software version 20.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY)
was used for statistical analysis of all data. The survey
data were enumeration data, and the percentage and
column list statistical methods were used. The paired
chi-square test (McNemar test) was used for comparison
of nucleic acid and antibodies test results. Receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to assess
sensitivity, specificity, and area under the curve (AUC)
within 95% confidence interval. The optimal cut-off value
for diagnosis was determined by the maximum sum of
sensitivity and specificity. The diagnostic accuracy of the
combination of IgM and IgG was predicted using binary
logistic regression and then the predicted value was used as
a new marker for drawing the ROC curve. Finally, 2-sided
P values <0.05 were defined as statistically significant.
Results
Comparison of SARS-CoV-2 NAT Positive Rate in a
Variety of Samples by RT-PCR
A total of 3766 out of 10 309 cases (36.53%, 95%
CI: 33.39%–39.67%) were positive for NAT on their
respiratory samples or other types of specimens. Based
on the detection and analysis of SARS-CoV-2 nucleic
acid double-locus, the respiratory samples with the largest
sample size were taken as the main observation object, and
it was found that there were unit point and double-locus
positivity, and the double positive rate was higher than the
single positive rate (nasal and pharyngeal swabs): 26.33%
(95% CI: 25.48%–27.18%) vs 9.68% (95% CI: 9.11%–
10.25%); sputum: 27.14% (95% CI: 23.61%–30.67%)
vs 12.83% (95% CI: 10.17%-15.49%); bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid (BLF): 38.10% (95% CI: 17.33%–58.87%) vs
14.29% (95% CI:–0.67%–29.26%), as shown in Table 1.
In addition, we found that the BLF showed the highest
positive rate (52.38%, 95% CI: 31.02%–73.74%), followed
by sputum (39.97%, 95% CI: 36.08%–43.86%) and nasal
and pharyngeal swabs (36.01%, 95% CI: 35.08%–36.94%).
Remarkably, we also found SARS-CoV-2 in other
specimens such as stool, anal swabs, urine, whole blood,
breast milk, and eye secretions, and the positive rates
were 12.13%, 9.48%, 6.00%, 7.14%, 33.33%, and 3.22%,
respectively.
Results of SARS-CoV-2 NAT Positivity Status of Other
Specimens in People with Negative Nasal and Pharyngeal
Swabs
Among the 10 309 subjects, 54 patients with negative
nasopharyngeal swab showed positive results for the new
coronavirus in other types of specimens, including 45
cases of sputum, 2 cases of BLF, 3 cases of stool, 1 case of
urine, 1 case of breast milk, as seen in Table 2.

Clinical Specificity of SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG Antibody
Test
In the control group, 134 out of the 143 cases were negative
for IgM, 9 cases were false positives, and the clinical
specificity was 93.71% (134/143). SARS-CoV-2 IgG of 129
cases was negative, 14 cases were false positives, and the
clinical specificity was 90.21% (129/143). Among 9 falsepositive controls of IgM antibody, 2 cases had higher IgM
levels, up to 56.78 AU/mL, of whom one case had received
blood transfusion, and one case had an immune disease.
The remaining seven cases were weakly positive and the
results ranged from 10.50 to 23.27 AU/mL; all of them
were tumor patients. Among the 14 false positive SARSCoV-2 IgG antibody controls, the antibody level was in
the range of 10.32 AU/mL to 16.49 AU/mL, which showed
a weak positive reaction.
Clinical Sensitivity of SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG
Antibody Test
Among the 762 virus-infected patients, 588 were positive
and 174 were negative for IgM antibody, 723 were positive
for IgG antibody, and 39 were negative. The sensitivity
of SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG was 77.17% (588/762) and
94.88% (723/762), respectively.
Diagnostic Ability of SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG Antibody
for SARS-CoV-2 Infection
We then assessed the diagnostic efficiency of serum IgM
and IgG in patients with COVID-19 (Table 3). We drew
the ROC curves of IgM and IgG for COVID-19 patients
and disease controls. When the cut-off of IgM was set
at 4.05 AU/mL, we obtained an AUC of 0.930 (95% CI:
0.910–0.949), sensitivity of 89.00% (95% CI: 86.96%–
91.04%), and specificity of 87.4% (95% CI: 85.24–89.56).
When the cut-off of serum IgG was set at 16.86 AU/mL, we
obtained an AUC of 0.973, sensitivity of 94.00% (95%CI:
92.45%–95.55%), and specificity of 100.00% (95% CI:
100.00%–100.00%). We further assessed the diagnostic
ability of the combination of IgM and IgG, and found that
the diagnostic value of the combined test was exactly the
same as that of IgG alone (Figure 2).
Comparison of SARS-CoV-2 Antibody and SARS-CoV-2
Nucleic Acid Detection
The results of the detection of SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG
antibodies in 905 subjects were compared with those of
nucleic acid detection (Table 4). The positive predictive
value of the antibody test was 93.97% (701/746), the
negative predictive value was 83.02% (132/159), the
positive predictive value of SARS-CoV-2 NAT was 100%
(728/728), and the negative predictive value was 80.79%
(143/177). The overall coincidence rate of SARS-CoV-2
antibody and NAT to diagnose SARS-CoV-2 infection
was 92.04% (833/905). There were statistically significant
differences between the two methods for diagnosing
SARS-COV-2 infection (χ2 = 4.50, P < 0.05). Serological
tests of 34 clinically diagnosed patients with SARS-CoV-2Arch Iran Med, Volume 24, Issue 5, April 2021
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Table 4. Comparison of Detection Results of SARS-CoV-2 Antibodies
and SARS-CoV-2 Nucleic Acid
SARS-CoV-2 NAT
Positive
SARS-CoV-2
antibody testing

Figure 2. ROC curve of SARS-CoV-2 IgM, IgG and the Combination
for Diagnosing SARS-CoV-2 Infections.

infected symptoms and CT imaging features but negative
NAT showed that 29 (85.29%) of the 34 patients were
positive for IgM antibody and 31 (91.76%) were positive
for IgG antibody.
Discussion
With the deepening of our knowledge about the clinical
symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection, the characteristics
of COVID-19 have shown some similarities with SARS,
such as fever, chills and respiratory symptoms.12-14
Unlike the typical symptoms of SARS, some infected
patients only had chills and respiratory symptoms or no
symptoms of infection in the early stage, and even some
patients with COVID-19 had gastrointestinal discomfort
as the first symptom, which causes certain problems for
the diagnosis of COVID-19. Therefore, the diagnosis of
pneumonia caused by suspected SARS-CoV-2 infection in
China at the moment was based on the updated national
guidelines for diagnosis and therapy of pneumonia
caused by SARS-CoV-2 (7th edition), specifically, clinical
symptoms, chest imaging, SARS-CoV-2 NAT, additional
pathological features and viral antibody, and the ruling
out of pneumonia caused by other pathogens.
In the present study, 10,309 patients with suspected
SARS-CoV-2 infection in a hospital in Wuhan were
analyzed by RT-PCR, and the results showed that the
total number of positives accounted for 36.53% (95%CI:
33.39%–39.67%), which is close to previous research
results.15 The test results were single positive and double
positive, and the double positive rate was higher than the
single positive rate. After the classification and analysis of
respiratory tract specimens, we found that most samples
were collected from nasopharyngeal swabs (10,215
cases) for virus detection in respiratory tract specimens,

Negative

Total

Positive

701

45

746

Negative

27

132

159

Total

728

177

905

followed by sputum (618 cases), and finally BLF (21 cases),
which had a strong relationship with the convenience
of sampling. Of the three respiratory tract specimens,
the highest positive rate pertained to BLF (52.38%; 95%
CI: 31.02%–73.74%), followed by sputum (39.97%; 95%
CI: 36.08%–43.86%), and finally, nasopharyngeal swabs
(36.01%; 95%CI: 35.08%–36.94%). The reason may be
that the former two belong to the lower respiratory tract,
closer to the lung infection, and the nasopharyngeal swab
is taken from the upper respiratory tract, which is prone
to negative results caused by the operation and sampling
time. The above results suggest that the BLF samples
may be more suitable as the sampling object for the
detection of respiratory pathogens. When testing sputum
and nasopharyngeal swabs, attention should be paid
to taking samples multiple times to repeatedly confirm
the correctness of the test results. Previous studies have
shown that in addition to SARS-COV-2 virus examined
in respiratory samples, SARS-COV-2 was also present in
specimens such as stool, urine and whole blood,16,17 but
our research found that anal swabs, breast milk, and eye
secretions can also detect the virus, suggesting that SARSCOV-2 may have the ability to infect most systems of the
human body, and its mode of transmission may be diverse.
However, no study has confirmed that SARS-COV-2
could be spread via the fecal-oral or eye secretions routes,
so these can only be potential transmission routes.16,18
Moreover, our study also found that although SARSCOV-2 NAT for nasopharyngeal swabs was negative in
the diagnosis of multiple suspected infected persons, it
yielded positive results in other specimens, such as sputum
BLF, feces and urine, other systems fluids, and ocular
secretion, which reminds clinicians to take as many types
of samples as possible when diagnosing suspected SARSCOV-2 infections to avoid the potential transmission risk
caused by false negative results.
Currently, SARS-CoV-2 infection is spreading rapidly
around the world. Diagnosing infected patients as soon as
possible and cutting off the transmission route are crucial
for controlling the epidemic as soon as possible. Antibody
testing is the most rapid auxiliary diagnostic tool in clinical
testing. The antibody detection kit of SARS-CoV-2 has
been gradually applied to the auxiliary examination of
SARS-CoV-2 infection; however, as the antibody test is a
novel detection method for SARS-CoV-2, it is necessary
to fully verify the clinical sensitivity and specificity
of the serological laboratory diagnosis of COVID-19,
especially to study whether the serological detection of
Arch Iran Med, Volume 24, Issue 5, April 2021
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antigen antibody can play a significant complementary
role in nucleic acid missed detection. This study showed
that the IgM and IgG immunoassay reagents of SARSCoV-2 had good clinical specificity, approaching 93.71%
and 90.21% separately, and can fully meet the needs of
clinical testing. The sensitivity of SARS-CoV-2 IgM to
detect COVID-19 reached 77.17%, while it was as high
as 94.48% for the IgG test, which can be effectively used
to screen and diagnose novel coronavirus. ROC curves
showed that the diagnostic ability of IgG was better than
that of IgM, and the diagnostic value of the combined test
is equivalent to that of IgG alone. In addition, our results
showed that among the 34 COVID-19 patients whose
nucleic acid was missed but confirmed based on clinical
symptoms, 29 out of 34 patients (85.29%) were positive
for SARS-CoV-2 IgM, and 31 out of 34 patients (91.76%)
were positive for IgG, indicating that antibody testing can
effectively compensate for the risk of missed nucleic acid
detection, and holds a significant laboratory diagnostic
value in the rapid and accurate diagnosis, treatment and
prevention of COVID-19. Currently, there are several
possible factors for the false negative result of SARSCoV-2 NAT, including the specimen quality problems,
such as early or late collection of specimens, inappropriate
transportation, storage methods, the operational and
instrument problems in testing and the testing techniques
themselves caused by virus mutation, etc.19 The samples
for serological detection of antigens and antibodies come
from the peripheral blood, serum or plasma specimens
that are easy to collect and store, and antibodies have good
stability in serum specimens, thus laying a foundation
for their high clinical detection sensitivity. In addition,
compared to RT-PCR, it also has the advantages of short
detection cycle, easy operation and minimal training.
In conclusion, multiple types of specimens should be
considered for NAT for the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2
infection. Additional testing for serum SARS-CoV-2
IgM and IgG can be used as an effective screening and
diagnostic indicator for SARS-CoV-2 infection, and is
an effective complement to COVID 19 nucleic acid false
negative test.
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